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Abstract

We present a new shape descriptor that are robust to deformation and capture part

details. In our framework, the shape descriptor is generated by 1) using running

angle to transforming a shape into a 2-D description image in the position and

scale space. 2) performing circular wavelet-like sub-band decomposition of this

2-D description image based on its periodic convolution with orthogonal kernel

functions. Each sub-band is described by the histogram of its decomposition co-

efficients. To capture unique and discriminative part, we compare the decompo-

sition coefficients across sub-band to detect singularity in the position and scale

space. The singularity information is encoded with a tree of binary bits. The

coded feature vectors of all sub-bands and singularity trees are pooled together

to form the descriptor of the shape. The shapes are classified with linear SVM.

Our performance evaluations on several public datasets, demonstrating that the

proposed method significantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods.
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1. Introduction

Shape description, matching and classification are fundamental problems in

computer vision with important applications like image retrieval, object detection

and recognition. Compared to other image features, shape is invariant to lighting

conditions and changes in object colors and texture [1]. However, shape contours

obtained from object segmentation often exhibits a large degree of intra-class of

variations due to different view points, changing illumination, segmentation er-

rors, shape parts articulation variations, non-rigid deformations, etc [2]. Further-

more, shape contours of objects often have strong inter-class ambiguities. For

example, tree leaves or animals of similar species, are often very similar to each

other, except some small or even tiny distinguishable features embedded in a large

amount of intra-class shape contour variations.

Figure 1: Two groups of leaves, Group-1 (the first row) and Group 3 (the second row) from the

Swedish Leaf Database [3].
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For example, Fig. 1 shows two types (Group-1 and Group-3) of leaves from

the Swedish Leaf Database [3]. We can see that the inter-class ambiguity is very

strong. Human eyes, even experts, cannot tell them apart.

In the literature, a number of efficient shape descriptors and shape similarity

measures have been developed for representing, matching, classifying, and recog-

nizing shapes. One typical approach for shape similarity measure is to construct

some physical shape models and then measure the amount of energy required

to deform one shape contour into another [4]. Latecki et al. [5] developed an

elastic partial shape matching algorithm to model a possible non-rigid shape de-

formation. A hierarchical matching approach has been developed in [6]. It has

been observed that this type of approaches are often very sensitive to strong, local

shape variations. Extracting invariant descriptors of the shape is another impor-

tant approach. In order to capture the local features, Belongie and Malik [7] in-

troduce the 2-dimensional non-linear histogram, Shape Context(SC), to describe

the distance and angles between contour points. Since SC cannot solve the prob-

lem of matching articulated shape, Ling and Jacobs [8] modified SC by using the

geodesic distance inner shape instead of Euclidean distance to represent shapes,

which is called Inner Distance Shape Context(IDSC). Bending invariants [9] for

2D and 3D shapes can be achieved by using geodesic distances. For both 2D and

3D shape analysis, topology invariants have been developed in [10]. To capture

the inherent part structure of the shape contour, skeleton based approaches, partic-

ularly the shock graph method in [2], have been developed. Given a shape and its

boundary, shocks are defined as curve segments of the medial axis with monotonic

flow. The shocks are then organized into a shock graph, which forms a hierarchi-

cal representation of the shape and naturally captures its part structure. These
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invariant descriptors have demonstrated their effectiveness in handling intra-class

variations. However, as observed in [11], invariants to larger groups of deforma-

tion often come at a price of reduced inter-class discriminative.

Apart from the existing efforts in the literature to construct shape descriptors

and similarity measures and then use nearest neighbor approaches for shape clas-

sification [2, 6, 12, 8, 13], in this work, we propose a global shape descriptor and

a learning-based approach for shape classification, aiming to develop trainable

classifiers for shape classification and recognition. During the past several years,

we have witnessed the success of data-driving and machine learning approaches in

computer vision applications, e.g., object detection, classification, and recognition

[14, 15]. These approaches are able to discover and construct important features to

resolve inter-class ambiguities during classification. We believe that this learning

and discovery capability is also important and beneficial in shape-based domain.

However, we observe that shapes are much different from conventional image or

video data for object detection and recognition. Shape contour is basically a 1-D

data. An enclosed contour has no starting point. The shape feature should be

invariant or insensitive under changes in scale, rotations, and non-rigid deforma-

tions. How to extract low-level from shapes for successful learning and training

of accurate and robust shape classifiers remains a challenging and interesting re-

search problem.

In this work, we propose to develop a global multi-scale embedded descrip-

tion scheme for shape classification. We are mainly motivated by the following

observation: our human vision system often examines and compares shapes at

different scales. Some classes of shapes can be well separated by shape features

at coarse scales. However, for shapes of some closely related classes, we have to
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Figure 2: We first transform a shape contour into a 2-D shape descriptor image in the geodesic

index and scale space. (a), (b), (c) is the original shape contour, and below are their corresponding

2-D shape descriptor image

examine or discover detailed features at fine scales. To develop the multi-scale

embedded shape description, we construct a dense description of shapes or object

contours using a low-level feature called running angle, transforming the whole

shape into a 2-D shape description image in the geodesic index and scale space,

as Fig. 2. We then perform circular wavelet-like sub-band decomposition of this

shape descriptor image based on its periodic convolution with orthogonal kernel

functions. We then extract invariant features from these decomposition coeffi-

cients and pool them across sub-band to form a dense description of the shape.

The shape is classified with linear SVM. Our performance evaluations on public

datasets demonstrate that the proposed method significantly outperforms state-of-

the-art methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the 2-D shape

description image. Section 3 presents our global multi-scale shape descriptor and

the SVM-based shape classification framework. The experimental results are pre-
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sented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Multi-Scale 2-D Shape Description Image and Circular Sub-band Decom-

position

In this work, we focus on enclosed shape contours. We uniformly sample the

contour and denote this sequence of point samples by

C = {C(s) = (xs, ys)|1 ≤ s ≤ N}. (1)

s is the geodesic distance along the curve from the starting position. Later on, we

will see that our algorithm does not depend on this starting position.

Figure 3: 2-D shape descriptor image.

Next, we will compute the so-called running angle at each contour sample. As

illustrated in Fig. 3, at point C(s), we consider a looking-out window of size w,

which consists of w samples before C(s) and w samples after C(s). We compute

the centroids of contour samples at both sides as follows:

P(s, w) =

[s−1]N∑
[s−w]N

C(s), Q(s, w) =

[s+w]N∑
[s+1]N

C(s). (2)
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The running angle of the contour at index s with a looking-out window size w

is defined to be the angle between vectors P(s, w) − C(s) and C(s) − Q(s, w).

We denote this angle by θ(s, w). When the window size w is large, the running

angle θ will capture more global information around the point C(s). When w

is small, θ will focus on local and more detailed structures of the shape. This

represents a 2-D image containing multi-scale information, with each image point

taking a value between [0, 2π]. We refer to this image as the running angle image.

Fig. 2 shows the running angle images for three contour samples from the MPEG-

7 shape dataset. We can see that, for different shapes, their running angle images

are drastically different. This running angle image aims to capture local shape

structures at different scales.

To extract salient features from this running angle image to characterize the

shape contour, we propose to perform circular subband decomposition. Continu-

ous subband decomposition or wavelet analysis on the enclosed curve have been

studied by Holschneider [16]. We use two bi-orthogonal wavelet kernel functions,

the low-frequency G0(s) and high-frequency G1(s). First, we perform horizon-

tal circular subband decomposition. As illustrated in Fig. 4(b), for each w, we

perform circular convolution of θ(s, w) in the s domain using these two kernel

functions and then down sample the output by 2 as following low-frequency and

high-frequency subbands:

L(w, s) = [θ(s, w)⊗N G0(s)] ↓ 2, (3)

H(w, s) = [θ(s, w)⊗N G1(s)] ↓ 2. (4)

Here, ⊗N represents the circular convolution with a period of N . This circular

convolution attempts to remove the effect of starting point selection on the final

shape description. We then repeat this subband decomposition procedure on the
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low-frequency subbandL(w, s) forM times to createM high-frequency subbands

plus one low-frequency subband. The subband structure is shown in Fig. 4(c). We

denote this subband decomposition output by ΘH . During our experiments, we

observe that this horizontal multi-scale subband decomposition along the geodesic

index s allows us to capture sudden changes on the contour, which often corre-

spond to singularity structures and distinctive features for shape classification.

After the horizontal circular subband decomposition in the geodesic index do-

main, we then apply vertical non-circular subband decomposition to ΘH in the

scale w-domain, which yields the subband structure as illustrated in Fig. 4(d).

Fig. 4(e) shows one example of the final decomposition output for the running

angle images in (a).
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Figure 4: (a) the running angle image of one example shape contour; (b) the subband decom-

position scheme; (c) horizontal circular subband decomposition structure; (d) vertical subband

decomposition structure; (e) the final decomposition coefficients for (a).

3. Embedded Shape Description and SVM Classification

In this section, we explain how a dense description is extracted from the sub-

band decomposition of the running angle image. We denote the subbands by

Bi,j , where 1 ≤ i ≤ I is the index for the vertical subband in the scale domain,

1 ≤ j ≤ J is the horizontal subband index in the geodesic distance domain. Note

that, within each subband Bi,j , each row, denoted by Bi,j(k, ·) has information

about the whole shape contour. To ensure that the feature is shift-invariant and
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Figure 5: (a) the running angle image of one example shape contour; (b) the subband decom-

position scheme; (c) horizontal circular subband decomposition structure; (d) vertical subband

decomposition structure; (e) the final decomposition coefficients for (a).

rotation-invariant, we propose to use the histogram features. More specifically,

we quantize the decomposition coefficients in Bi,j(k, ·) into 8 bins and compute

its histogram Hi,j(k, ·). As illustrated in Fig. 6, the histogram vectors of all rows

of all subbands are cascaded together to build a high-dimensional feature vector

denoted byH to describe the shape contour.

Figure 6: the histogram vectors of all rows of all subbands are cascaded together to build a high-

dimensional feature vector.
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To further capture how the shape structure change over different scales, we

introduce a subband feature called singularity tree. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the

subband decomposition has an inherent parent-children tree structure.

Figure 7: 2-D shape descriptor image.

For example, as illustrated in Fig. 7, in subbands Bi,j and Bi,j+1, in the k-

th row, the coefficient Bi,j(k,m) is the parent node of the two children nodes,

Bi,j+1(k, 2m) and Bi,j+1(k, 2m+ 1), which in turn have four grandchildren nodes

in subbandBi,j+2: Bi,j+2(k, 4m), Bi,j+2(k, 4m+1), Bi,j+2(k, 4m+2), andBi,j+2(k, 4m+

3). This results in a binary tree, as shown in Fig. 7. Let Ω[Bi,j+1(k,m)] be the

subtree of Bi,j+1(k,m), the set of children nodes with Bi,j+1(k,m) as the node.

We assign a binary label to each tree node as follows.

L [Bi,j+1(k,m)]

=

 1, if Bi,j+1(k,m) > max{Ω[Bi,j+1(k,m)]}

0, elsewhere.

The leaf node without any children are assigned lable 1 if it is above a given

threshold ∆, otherwise, it is assigned label 0. Thus, we have a binary tree of
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labels for each horizontal low-frequency subband coefficients at every row of the

subband image. We scan this tree in the breadth first order and convert it into

a binary vector, denoted by Li(m), 1 ≤ m ≤ M , where M is the number of

coefficients is the horizontal low-frequency subband. We pool these binary vectors

across all low-frequency subband coefficients to form an embedded singularity

description:

Li = ]M
m=1Li(m), (5)

where ] represents the OR operation on each dimension of the binary vector. The

Li vector of all rows are cascaded together to form the embedded singularity fea-

ture denoted by S. The overall shape description is given by [H,S] by cascading

the subband histogram feature vector and the embedded singurlarity feature. With

this shape descriptor, we use the linear SVM to train the shape classifier.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. implementation detail

In our experiment, the number of sampling points in the shape contour is 512,

which means 1 <= s <= 512. Maximum window size is 128, so 1 <= w <=

128. the 2-D description image’s resolution is 128 ∗ 512.

Given the 2-D description image θ(s, w), we do horizontal sub-band decom-

position for 5 times, and vertical sub-band decomposition for 3 times. The final

dimension for histogram is 6144, because we have 6∗128 Bi,j+1(k, .) in total, each

sub-band, each row Bi,j+1(k, .) will generate a 8-dimensional small histogram, the

total histogram will have 6 ∗ 128 ∗ 8 = 6144 bins
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Table 1: Classification rate on the Swedish Leaf dataset.

Method Recognition rate

This Work 98.40%

Shape-tree [6] 96.28%

IDSC + DP [8] 94.13%

SC + DP [8] 88.12%

Fourier descriptors [8] 89.60%

Soderkvist [3] 82.40%

4.2. Datasets

We evaluate our method using the following two public shape benchmark

datasets. The Swedish Leaf dataset [3] has shape images of 15 species of leaves,

with 75 images per species for a total of 1125 images. Fig. 8 shows some example

shapes from this dataset. Note that some species are close to each other with sig-

nificant inter-class ambiguity. Similar to the methods in [8] and [6], we randomly

select 25 training images from each species and classify the remaining images us-

ing the proposed SVM-based approach. We compare the proposed method with

the following methods developed in the literature: (a) Shape-tree, the hierarchical

tree matching method by [6]; (b) IDSC+DP, the inner-distance shape context plus

dynamic programming approach [8]; (c) SC+DP, the shape context plus dynamic

programming approach [8]; and (d) Soderkvist’s method [3]. Table 1 shows the

shape classification accuracy. The proposed method achieves a classification rate

of 98.40%, outperforming all other methods. Table 2 shows the confusion ma-

trix. We can see except few cases in classes 1, 3, 9, all other shapes are correctly

classified.
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Figure 8: Samples from the Swedish Leaf Dataset, one leaf per species. Note the similarity among

some species

Figure 9: Samples from the MPEG-7 shape dataset. One image per class for the first 40 classes

(the database has 70 classes)

The MPEG-7 shape database [12] is widely used for evaluating shape recogni-

tion methods. The database has 1400 silhouette images, with 20 images per object

class from a total of 70 different classes. Fig. 9 shows some sample shape images

from this database. This is a challenging dataset due to the large intra-class varia-

tions. The standard method (often referred to as bull’s eye approach) for evaluting

the recognition rate of an algorithm in this dataset is as follows. For every image

in the database, it finds the 40 most similar images and count how many of those

are in the same class as the query image. The final score of the test is the number

of correct hits divided by the class size minus one, which is 19. In other words,

if we have 19 matches in the top 40, the accuracy will be 100%. Note that our
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Table 2: Confusion matrix for shape classification on the Classification rate on the Swedish Leaf

dataset.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1 25 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 0 0 22 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 0 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 24 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0

11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0

12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 0

13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 0

14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0

15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25
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approach is training-based. One major issue with the MPEG-7 dataset is that the

number of available samples in each class is small, 20. To provide reasonable

comparison, we use the SVM classification score as the shape distance. In our

experiments, we use 10 samples for training, and 10 for testing. We try to follow

the standard test protocol: the classification rate reported in Table 3 is the number

of correct hits in the top 20 matches divided by 10. Our approach has achieved the

classification rate of 92.88% which is very close the best performance reported in

the literature. We believe that this classification rate will be significantly improved

when the training data size becomes larger. Currently, it is just 10. This perfor-

mance comparison is just to demonstrate the effectiveness of our shape descriptor

and the shape classification performance on the MPEG-7 dataset, although we do

recognize that this performance is not totally fair, given that the criteria in the

standard method is relatively loose. Another factor is that the proposed approach

is a trained classifier, while other methods are based on distance measurements

and using k-nearest neighbors as classification.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have developed a dense description of shape contours using

a low-level feature called running angle, transforming a shape into a 2-D shape

description image in the geodesic distance and scale space. We performed circular

wavelet-like subband decomposition of this shape descriptor image based on its

periodic convolution with orthogonal kernel functions. Each subband is described

by the histogram of its decomposition coefficients. To further capture unqiue and

distinguished features of the shape, we compared the decomposition coefficients

across subband to detect singularity in the position and scale space. The coded
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Table 3: Classification rate on the MPEG7 shape dataset.

Method Classification rate

IDSC+LCDP [17] 95.60%

This Work 92.88%

IDSC+LCDP [18] 92.36%

Contour Flexibility [19] 89.31%

IDSC [17] 88.39%

Shape-tree [6] 87.70%

Triangle Area [20] 87.23%

Multiscale Representation [21] 84.93%

feature vectors of all subbands and singularity trees are pooled together to form a

dense representation of the shape. The shape is classified with linear SVM. Our

performance evaluations on public datasets demonstrate that the proposed method

significantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods.
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